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I’ve returned from my first visit to Israel during June 2015 and wish to share impressions that I
hope might be of general interest. My main purpose was to attend a conference on
the biology of collective behavior in animals organized by Tel Aviv University and
the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute. This seemed a good occasion to expand the visit
to include a tour of Israel. So I hired a licensed Israeli tour guide, Ariel Gabay, to
take me during nine days before the conference to Galilee in the north, tracing the
path of the historical Jesus of Nazareth, and then to the south to see the Negev
desert. I write as an American Episcopalian, as someone trying to grasp a
Ariel Gabay
backstory to the reports we see daily in our newspapers about today’s Israeli/
Palestinian conflict.
Arrival
Unlike neighboring Egypt, Israel is a modern Western country, albeit with a Middle Eastern flair.
You can drink the tap water everywhere. The food is reminiscent of Greek cooking, with an
occasional Moroccan dish thrown in. The markets feature an amazing variety of tasty baklavas.
Olives and hummus are served throughout the day. The sumptuous salads with side dishes
comprise a wonderful banquet by themselves.

Lunch in Israel
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The cell phone coverage is good everywhere. Remarkably cheap plans are available in advance
that provide unlimited data (for Google maps), unlimited calls back to the US (really), and a
domestic US number that relays to your phone in Israel, all for about $10 per day. I often stayed
in hostels, which were fine. Electricity is 240 volts and standard two-prong European plugs
work. The money is the New Israeli Shekel, NIS, or just shekel for short, and trades at about
3.75 to the dollar.
When you arrive and go through immigration at the airport, immigration officers will give you a
paper insert to keep with your passport. This is in place of stamping the passport which might
prevent one’s traveling elsewhere in the Middle East. After clearing immigration, at 6:00 pm on a
Wednesday, I obtained some currency from an ATM machine in the airport. I took a taxi (about
$40 equivalent) to The Diaghilev - Live Art Boutique Hotel in Tel Aviv, where I stayed two nights.

Tel Aviv

It’s a long plane ride to get to Israel, but you’ll feel at home once you arrive. Tel Aviv is a
cosmopolitan city on the shores of the Mediterranean, although reminding me more of New York
than of European cities on the Mediterranean such as Athens, Cannes or Barcelona. Most
people speak English.
The main difference you’ll notice initially is that the road signs are in three alphabets, Hebrew,
Arabic, and English. Arabic script has connected letters (cursive). Hebrew script has separate
letters. Both read right to left. You’ll probably be able only to read the English. Food labels are
often solely in Hebrew—it took several days to discover which packets contained decaffeinated
coffee. An inability to decipher the Hebrew alphabet discourages learning words in the Hebrew
language. You often need to ask for help from a Hebrew speaker.
Day 0
I spent my first day in Tel Aviv trying to recover from the 35-hour flight over eleven time zones
between Israel and Hawaii where I live. In the morning I stumbled into a large colorful crowded
market in Tel Aviv near the Mediterranean shore called the Carmel Market. I had a sandwich for
lunch, stumbled back to the hotel and went to sleep for a nap. I awoke, went exploring, found a
corner shop that sold ice cream and pastries, had a sweet roll and ice cream on a stick for
dinner, and then went back to the hotel to sleep for my second night there.
Day 1
On the first day of the tour, my guide and I drove north along the coast to the ruins of the
magnificent Roman city of Caesarea, the ancient capital of Judaea, that figures extensively in
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Jesus’ time and early Christianity. Then we turned east into the hills and overnighted in a hostel
in Nazareth, a town on a hill with windy roads so steep that Lombard Street in San Francisco
seems flat in comparison.

Nazareth

Day 2
The next day in Nazareth we visited churches including the beautiful, dramatic and modern
Church of the Annunciation. It is devoted to Mary and built at a site where, according to tradition,
the archangel Gabriel asked Mary to accept the honor of becoming the mother of Jesus. We
also visited nearby the more diminutive Church of St Joseph devoted to Joseph. Nazareth is the
starting point of the Jesus Trail, a 40-mile long multi-day hike though hills and towns that follows
the path of Jesus’ ministry.

Church of the Annunciation

We then continued east, descending into what my guide called the Syrian-African Rift Valley,
actually, the northern part of three connected rifts—the Jordan Rift Valley, the Red Sea Rift, and
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the East African Rift. The Jordan Rift Valley cradles the Jordan River, the Sea of Galilee and the
Dead Sea, really the size of large lakes.

Sea of Galilee as seen from Mount Beatitudes

We checked out sites near the Sea of Galilee commemorating spots where Jesus ministered
including the lovely grounds of the Mount of Beatitudes and the town of Capernaum.
In Tabgha we visited two churches. The Church of the Multiplication of Loaves and Fishes
celebrates the story of Jesus’ feeding 5000 people with two fish and five loaves of bread. About
ten days after our visit, young Jewish extremists committed arson, apparently discouraging
Christian tourists from continuing to visit the site.
Also in Tabgha, we visited the Church of the Primacy of St. Peter, a lovely chapel on the water’s
edge at the Sea of Galilee. The Bible states that in his third encounter with the disciples after his
resurrection, Jesus reinstates Peter, following his three-time denial of Jesus at the crucifixion, as
chief among the apostles with the words “Feed my sheep”. Roman Catholics interpret this event
as giving the Pope, considered as Peter’s successor, authority over the worldwide Church. The
disciples appointed by Peter and the other apostles established the principle of apostolic
succession whereby bishops and clergy trace their authority all the way back to the original
disciples who were themselves appointed by Jesus. Roman Catholics, Anglicans (including
Episcopalians), Eastern Orthodox, some Lutherans and other denominations share in apostolic
succession, whereas many protestant denominations do not.

American Evangelical Bible Class at Church of the Primacy of St. Peter in Tabgha

An American evangelical bible-study group was holding class on benches outside near the
chapel. I approached the leader, Tom Zelt, pastor of the Prince of Peach Lutheran Church in
Fremont California. He was leading a group from Concordia Seminary in St. Louis. He told me
that his branch of the Lutheran Church “takes the Bible seriously” and consists of young-earth
creationists. My impression is that a great many, perhaps most, American tourists to the Holy
Land belong to evangelical tour groups.
We overnighted at Miki’s B&B in Rosh Pinna.
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Day 3.
The countryside north of the Sea of Galilee, called the Hula Valley, is
agricultural irrigated flatland, reminiscent of the Sacramento Riverdelta
in California’s central valley. A nature reserve, the Hula Lake/Agamon
Lake, features migratory birds, beaver-like rodents called nutria or
coypu, and turtles leaving in the irrigation canals.

Coypu

Next, we crossed the Jordan River north of where it enters the sea
of Galilee. The river there is little more than a stream.
We then climbed out of the rift valley up to the Golan Heights and
encountered a farmer selling yummy fresh cherries at a roadside stand.
My guide identified the farmer as a member of the Druze, an interesting
small monotheistic Abrahamic religion, considered to be infidels by
Muslims. Syrian rebels affiliated with Al-Qaeda have recently been
massacring them.
The Israeli kibbutzim dotting the east side of the Sea of Galilee make
easy targets for guns shooting from the Golan Heights, which explains
why Israel annexed the land there from Syria in the 1967 Six Day War.
We continued on south descending back into the rift valley. Downstream
from the Sea of Galilee, the Jordan River becomes a respectable, though
rather small, river that supports sites where baptism ceremonies can be
conducted with large groups of people.

Jordan River North of Sea of
Galilee

Jordan River South of Sea of Galilee

Upon reaching the latitude of Jerusalem, we headed west back into the hills where the Old City
of Jerusalem is located. If we had continued further west for about an hour we would have come
to Tel Aviv, thus completing a loop around the north of Israel.

Jerusalem
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Days 4 and 5

In Jerusalem I stayed in the Austrian Hospice. The entrance to the hospice is by foot from the
famous large Damascus Gate that opens into the Muslim quarter.

Damascus Gate, Festival of Lights

Jerusalem Old City, Muslim Quarter

The main quarters of the city—Muslim, Christian, Armenian, and Jewish, have distinct styles.
I visited various churches including the Church of the Holy
Sepulcher commemorating the site where Jesus was crucified and
strode the path recalling the route Jesus took while carrying his
cross and that features stations commemorating events in the Jesus
Passion. The Christian sites were crowded with Russian and other
tourists making a show of their devotion, throwing themselves
prostrate upon the platform where Jesus is reported to have been
embalmed, squeezing into cubby holes featuring relics reported to
date to Jesus’ time, and so forth.
I found myself truly moved by my visit to the Western Wall, also
called the Wailing Wall. It is the holiest accessible site in Judaism
and is the place to which Jews turn during prayer.

Western Wall, Partition Separating Men and Women at Center, Ramp to Temple Mount at Right
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The wall is a 187 ft. exposed remnant of that surrounding the Second Jewish Temple, i.e., the
temple the Romans destroyed in 70 CE while extinguishing a major Jewish rebellion. This
temple is important in Christianity too as the place where Jesus confronted the money
changers. I sensed the praying at the wall to be genuine and heartfelt, without any tinge of
showing off.
After the 1948 Arab-Israeli War, the wall came under Jordanian control. Jews were then barred
from the wall until 1967 Six-Day War when Israel defeated the Jordanians and united Jerusalem
by eliminating the partition between the Israeli western side and the Palestinian eastern side.
The Israelis then bulldozed the small Moroccan Quarter adjacent to the wall to create a plaza
that now comfortably accommodates the large crowds that come to pray.
Given all the attention directed solely to an old rock wall,
one might wonder what has become of the land the wall
surrounds, called the Temple Mount. After the destruction
of the Second Temple, Jews were generally prevented
from reconstructing it. The Temple Mount lay largely fallow
until about 690 CE when a Muslim caliph, Abd al-Malik ibn
Marwan, constructed the temple called the Dome of the
Rock. This magnificent building with a golden dome is
perhaps the most conspicuous feature of the Jerusalem
skyline. The Dome of the Rock houses within it the
Foundation Stone that once lay in the very center of the
Dome of the Rock
Second Temple, in the inner sanctuary called the Holy of
Hollies. This is the holiest site in Judaism and it lies right
inside a Muslim temple.
Furthermore, the caliph’s son, Al-Walid ibn Abd al-Malik, completed a second temple, the AlAqsa Mosque, that also occupies a section of the Temple Mount. This mosque is the third
holiest site in Islam, marking the spot where the Prophet Muhammad is said to have ascended
into heaven. Only the holy sanctuaries in Mecca and Medina rank in importance above this
Jerusalem mosque.
Today, the entire Temple Mount is occupied by two Muslim structures that are as important to
Islam as the Temple Mount is to Judaism. I’m not sure many people in the US fully appreciate
how intractable this physical situation is; I know I didn’t. I did not visit the grounds of the Temple
Mount. As a Christian tourist, I would apparently be allowed on the grounds at certain times, but
not in the buildings.
Concerning the Western Wall, Orthodox Jewish
authorities are in charge of the wall, and they police a
strict division between the genders. The plaza has a big
fence running perpendicular to the wall that separates
the entire plaza into two sections—the left two thirds for
men and the remaining third on the right for women.
Many families gather in the plaza for Bar Mitzvah
ceremonies to recognize a boy’s coming of age when 13
years old. Because the ceremony for a boy must be
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Women Looking Over Partition to See Bar Mitzvah

held in the men’s section of the plaza, the families line up, plastered against the fence so that
both the men and women of the family can participate. The women in the family stand on chairs
in the women’s section next to the fence so they can hear the ceremony and reach their hands
over the fence to offer congratulations. The fence literally splits each family into men’s and
women’s halves.
I’m also not sure how many people in the US realize how much influence Orthodox Jewish
rabbis exert in Israeli civil affairs. For example, Jewish marriage is controlled by Orthodox
rabbis. Jews who wish to be married by a non-orthodox rabbi or in a civil ceremony must travel
outside of Israel, say to Cyprus, to be married and then return to Israel knowing that their foreign
marriage is legally honored at home.
Day 6
Remaining in the hills, we next drove about an hour south to Bethlehem—it lies in the
Palestinian West Bank, which despite its name, occupies the eastern flank of Israel. (Palestine
is west of the Jordan River and Jordan is east of it.)
I discovered to my surprise that the West Bank is not a single chunk of land under
control of the Palestinians via auspices of the Palestinian Liberation Organization
(PLO), the entity led for many years by the late Yasser Arafat. Instead, the West
Bank is an archipelago of enclaves completely under Palestinian control embedded
in a matrix under Israeli control—the occupied territory. Bethlehem happens to be in
a spot under Palestinian control. (Map shows spots under Palestinian control in red,
spots under joint Palestinian/Israeli control in gray, and the matrix under Israeli
control in green. From http://israelipalestinian.procon.org.)
The West Bank also features the Israeli settlements one hears about in the news. The ones I
saw are located in the matrix between the enclaves controlled by the Palestinians. They looked
like large suburban real estate developments, much larger and more permanent than I
associate with the word, “settlement”, which to me connotes a temporary collection of trailers or
shacks.

Israeli Settlement in West Bank

The settlements I saw consisted of substantial modern townhouses with roads and other
infrastructure. The four largest Israeli settlements in have the status of cities that vary in size
from 18,000 to 55,000 residents apiece. As of 2014, nearly 400,000 Israelis live in 121 officially
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recognized settlements scattered throughout the matrix of occupied territory. Several Israelis
independently told me that the government strategically placed the settlements in locations that
furthered the isolation of the Palestinian enclaves from one another. It’s difficult to imagine that
these will ever be removed, allowing the enclaves to coalesce into a spatially contiguous whole
that could form the basis of Palestinian state.
The other section of Palestine consists of the Gaza Strip, also not contiguous with the enclaves
of the West Bank. It is a patch of land about 30 miles long and 7 miles wide on west side of
Israel along the Mediterranean. It is home to 1.6 million people and growing, given its fertility
rate of 4.24 children per woman. Gaza is south of Tel Aviv and abuts Egypt. Gaza is managed
by the terrorist group, Hamas, which has regularly launched rockets into Israel and supplied
suicide bombers. Hamas of Gaza and the PLO of the West Bank don’t get along. It’s not clear
therefore, who speaks for Palestine. Moreover, ISIS is presently in Gaza too, fighting with
Hamas, and in recent weeks has been lobbing missiles into Israel to draw Israeli retaliation
against Hamas. I did not visit Gaza. I was told that to go there would be suicide.
The continuing threat of missiles emanating from Gaza and potentially from the West Bank too
has led Israelis to adopt a building code that requires bomb shelters in all homes and industrial
buildings.
The geometry of all the non-contiguous Palestinian enclaves in the West Bank together with
their geographic separation from the Gaza strip, plus the internal political divisions among the
Palestinians themselves, makes it very difficult, I think, to imagine what an eventual Palestinian
state would actually look like.
My guide drove me to the Israeli side of the Bethlehem military checkpoint. He handed me over
to a Palestinian guide who took me through the checkpoint into the town. The guide took me to
the Church of the Nativity that commemorates the birth of Jesus. Pope Francis had visited the
previous year, and his visit was followed by an arson attack. I could see the effects of the fire.
Scholars of the historical Jesus seem agreed that Jesus was in fact born in rural Nazareth
where he grew up, not in Bethlehem. The Bethlehem birth narrative was apparently added to
the Bible to make the story of Jesus’ birth correspond more closely to prophecies that the
messiah was to be descended from King David and be born in the city of David (Aslan, pp.
28-33). So to me, although the church has a distinguished history extending back to the time of
Emperor Constantine in 327 CE, what was most interesting about Bethlehem was to observe as
best I could what the living situation is for West Bank Palestinians.

Wall Surrounding Palestinian-Controlled Territory in West Bank
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Bethlehem and other Palestinian enclaves are now surrounded by huge walls, taller than what I
recall the Berlin wall to be when I visited many years ago before it was torn down. These ugly
walls snake along the countryside trapping the Palestinians inside. Israelis tell me that the
number of incidents of theft and vandalism have decreased since the walls have been erected,
and possibly the smuggling of arms into Palestinian enclaves has declined too.
That said, Israel does not seem
militaristic. I have been in many
countries, especially in
neighboring Egypt, as well as
Latin America and the Caribbean,
where the military presence is
much more conspicuous than it is
in Israel and where machine-gun
toting men in army fatigues dot
each intersection while grimSoldiers Touring Old City
faced men demand documents at
checkpoints spread across the main roads every few
miles. Instead, in Israel the only checkpoints are at the
Soldiers on Holiday Near Western Wall
borders to Palestinian enclaves and no forbidding
military presence lurks at the corners of streets in Tel Aviv or Jerusalem. Most of the Israeli
military I saw consisted of young men and women touring the Old City themselves, giggling and
having a fine time as though on a field trip from summer camp. No palpable sense of tension
intruded.
Undoubtedly matters were different last year during the 2014 Israel-Gaza conflict when
Palestinians were lobbing bombs into Israel from the Gaza Strip and suicide bombers where
blowing up busses in Tel Aviv, leading to a brutal crackdown, invasion and blockade of Gaza by
the Israelis. Last week though, the scene was just good old summertime.

Palestinian Side of Wall at Bethlahem

After passing through the checkpoint to Bethlehem, I sensed anticlimax. The Palestinian side
seemed little different from the Israeli side. Ok, the Palestinian side featured some graffiti on the
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wall and the road to downtown Bethlehem was lined with some populist revolutionary-style
posters, but I could not discern much difference overall between the two sides. Of course, the
Palestinian shops tended to sport signs in Arabic script rather than Hebrew script and more of
the women were wearing head scarves than on the Israeli side.
I was driven to the church. I checked it out, and was driven back to the checkpoint. Along the
way, the driver, the guide, and the car’s owner offered me tea and tried to get me into their store
in hopes that I would buy something. This would be a typical experience were I in Egypt,
whereas Israeli shopkeepers never pitched their items to me in this way.
Day 7
After visiting Bethlehem, my guide and I began the second half of the trip, the part focused on
the Negev desert. We headed east out of the hills back down to the Jordan River and followed it
south to the Dead Sea. The Jordan River is faced on both sides by the cliffs marking the edge of
the Jordan Rift Valley. Cliffs on the west side lie within Israel. Across the valley on the east side
one could see cities and lights above the cliffs belonging to Jordan.
The cliffs on the Israeli side are very dry, lying in the rain shadow of the central hills (or spine) of
Israel where we had recently been. These cliffs harbor many caves. The famous Dead Sea
Scrolls were found there by Bedouin shepherds. After passing Qumran, the spot where the
caves containing most of the scrolls were found, we continued to the famous Roman palace and
fortress of Masada. This occurs on an isolated piece of cliff, effectively a mesa, along the
western wall of the rift valley.

Masada

As the Romans were destroying the Second Temple in Jerusalem in 70 CE, a splinter group of
Jewish rebels managed to capture Masada, killed the Roman soldiers there, and held out for a
few years. The Romans eventually built a ramp, still visible today, and used it to attack the
fortress with a battering ram. Historical lore has it that when the Romans breached Masada’s
wall, they found that its 960 residents had committed mass suicide rather than be captured.
Only two women and five children were found alive.
My guide explained the large and ingenious system of irrigation that supplied the palace with
water. A cable car takes people to the top of the mesa where the remains of the palace are easy
to see. The dramatic spot overlooks the Dead Sea.
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Masada Fortress Facing North, Western Cliffs of Jordan Rift Valley on Left, Dead Sea on Right

While driving south in the rift valley one sees Bedouin encampments scattered among the
crevices between hills and sand dunes. Shepherds can often be seen tending goats nearby.
The encampments are not tents, but shacks. They are off-grid. The Israeli government has been
actively encouraging, some say forcing, the Bedouins to relocate into urban settings. At one
point during the trip, we passed by Rahat, a city of over 50,000 people, mostly Bedouins. This is
the largest urban settlement of Bedouins in the world. Of course, this resettlement has its pros
and cons. The Bedouin are Muslims and also Israeli citizens.

Bedouin Encampment

Indeed, I discovered during both the earlier drive north to Galilee and now, going south to the
Negev, that many Arabs, including the Bedouins just mentioned, live as Israeli citizens.
Nazareth, for example, which lies well north and outside of the Palestine’s West Bank, is known
informally as the Arab capital of Israel—its population consists mostly of Arab citizens of Israel,
of whom about 70% are Muslim and 30% are Christian. Israel’s Arab citizenship in 2013 was
estimated at about 1,650,000 people, representing about 20% of the country’s population. Most
apparently identify as Arab or Palestinian by nationality and Israeli by citizenship. These Israeli
Arabs are in addition to the Arabs that live in East Jerusalem and the Golan Heights who were
offered Israeli citizenship but declined to became permanent residents instead. Arab Israeli
citizens can vote in national elections. About 10% of the Israeli parliament are Arab citizens and
one of Israel’s supreme court judges is a Palestinian Arab. In contrast, Arab permanent
residents in East Jerusalem can only vote in municipal elections, not the national elections.
In 2000, a survey of Israeli Arabs in the town of Umm al-Fahm, not far from Nazareth, indicated
a strong preference for remaining as Israeli citizens rather than joining a Palestinian state, if one
were ever to be created. About 80% opposed transferring their city to Palestinian jurisdiction.
Those opposed said they wanted to continue living in a democratic regime and enjoying a good
standard of living that included national health insurance and pensions. About 20% were simply
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happy with their status quo because they were born in Israel and had no interest in changing
citizenship. The survey was taken during the time when Yasser Arafat chaired the PLO, and
partly represents dissatisfaction with Arafat’s management of the PLO. I would love to see this
survey updated.
I found that I could not readily discern whether a town was Arab or Jewish, nor even whether a
person was Arab or Jewish. To my guide, the difference was obvious. He pointed out subtle
architectural differences between Arab towns, like the typical use of black colored hot water
storage tanks on the roofs on Arab houses. The Arab towns tend to be older, the streets windy,
and in East Jerusalem, with more potholes and uncollected trash. The best indication I could
find as to whether a town was Arab or Jewish was whether the storefront signs were in the
Arabic or Hebrew alphabet and whether the women were wearing head scarves.
Although my guide could readily tell whether people were speaking in Arabic or Hebrew, I could
not discern the difference. Although Arabic and Hebrew are different languages, not dialects,
they both belong to the Semitic family of languages and their alphabets. People describe the
difference between them as comparable to the difference between English and German, which
are both belong to the Germanic languages branch of Indo-European languages.
I also can’t readily discern consistent physical differences, or differences in voice, gestures or
body language, between Palestinians and Jewish Israelis, apart from those expressly advertised
through choice of clothing. And although some foods are typically Palestinian and others Israeli,
there’s lots of crossover and “fusion” dishes. Moreover, Israeli Arabs and Jews often seem to
get along pretty well. The many roadside restaurants my guide and I stopped at for lunch had
Arab families (as indicated by women with head scarves) with their children happily laughing
and eating at tables next to other tables with Israeli families. I wish no offense by saying that to
my eye, Israelis and Palestinians have a lot in common to build on despite the daily news
stressing their implacable opposition.
This presence of a large Arab population that are citizens of Israel obviously made me wonder
whether a one-state solution to the Israeli/Palestinian conflict might be more feasible than the
hard-to-imagine two-state solution favored by diplomats since 1974. Two possible one-state
solutions conceivably exist⎯all Palestine or all Israel. An all-Palestine possibility is a non-starter.
What about an all-Israel solution?
Alas, some outspoken Israelis are not ready for that option. Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime
Minister of Israel, once introduced the charming phrase, “demographic bomb”, to express his
concern that if the percentage of Arab citizens rises above its current level of about 20 percent,
Israel will not be able to maintain a Jewish demographic majority. He said if Israel's Arabs
become well integrated and reach 35-40 percent of the population, there will no longer be a
Jewish state but a bi-national one.
But would a bi-national state be bad? Would it be worse than continuing current hostilities?
Netanyahu might be racist, and he did use race baiting against the Israeli Arabs to secure his
reelection in 2015. But beyond racial prejudice, Netanyahu fear is apparently that because of
high fertility rates, Arab families will out-reproduce Jewish families. Interestingly however, the
fertility rate in Israel from 2010 to 2013 has been dropping for Muslims and rising for Jews, so
that the rates are now pretty close.
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Instead, some Israelis expressed to me a different demographic fear⎯the high fertility rate of
Arabs and of Orthodox Jews would squeeze secular Jews out of the population turning Israel
into a Jewish theocracy.
I must say though, I’m pretty skeptical of all this angst over demographics. Human birth rates
are not immutable genetic properties of persons, but rise and fall with circumstances. My
impression is that a bi-national single-state solution is not being actively explored enough.
Anyway, returning to the travelogue, after leaving the fortress and palace of Masada,
we approached a tourist beach on the shore of the Dead Sea. I just had to go in and
see for myself what the swimming there would be like. I changed into a bathing suit in
the parking lot.
Well, I didn’t like bathing in the Dead Sea at all. The super salty water felt slimy—the
very opposite of refreshing. And yes I could float in it. In fact, I couldn’t do anything
else but float. I couldn’t stand in water deeper than waist height. If I tried to stand even
in such shallow water, I popped up like a cork. And I did not feel healed. If anything,
the salt water stung the skin cracks I had developed from hiking as well as my blisters
from the sun. Not recommended. The setting of the Dead Sea reminded me very much
of Death Valley in California.
After leaving the Dead Sea with drove to a desert hotel based on a Bedouin camp. We Bathing
ate in a large tent. Yes, I even rode a camel (great fun ☺). Upon arrival we were
in Dead
Sea
offered an orientation to Bedouin customs by a Bedouin elder. He explained the
importance of hospitality in Bedouin culture.

Kfar Hanokdim, a Bedouin Desert Hotel

The elder’s narrative reminded me of the Bible’s famous story of the sin of Sodom which was to
deny hospitality to the visiting angels who arrived at the gates of Sodom, a city, which if it
existed at all, was presumably situated in the Jordan River Valley just north of the Dead Sea.
The men of Sodom threatened to subject the visiting angels to homosexual rape. Because of
this “radical inhospitality”, God destroyed the city, which is taken to explain its present desolate
circumstance.
Day 8
The next two days were devoted to exploring some geologic features of the Negev. We stayed
two nights in the town of Mitzpe Ramon at an elevation of nearly 3000 feet on the plateau west
of the Jordan Valley.
The southern half of Israel appears on most maps as a featureless triangle which points down to
Eilat, a port and resort on Gulf of Aqaba, which in turn leads to the Red Sea along the east side
of the Sinai Peninsula.
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I discovered that the Negev is far from boring plain of sand dunes. In retrospect, this should
have been obvious. With the Jordan Rift Valley running down the center of the Negev, tectonic
motions along the rift are certain to churn up the crust making some dramatic features.
What I found most spectacular among the geologic features in the Negev are formations called
makhtesh by Israelis, similar to steep head valleys or box canyons in North America. These are
giant erosional craters, what geologists call erosion cirques. They are unique to the Negev
Desert and Sinai Peninsula.

Makhtesh

The geologic strata near Mitzpe Ramon where we were staying consist of soft sandstone
overlain by hard limestone. The underlying sandstone erodes away and the limestone then
collapses producing a large crater.
Geologists reserve the word crater for volcanic craters or craters caused by meteors. But
Israelis generally translate the word, “makhtesh”, as crater anyway. Makhtesh is the Hebrew
word for mortor grinder and the geologic formation was given this name because its shape
reminds one of a grinding bowl.
Day 9
On the final day of our tour, my guide drove us back to Jerusalem to the hotel where I would be
staying during the upcoming conference.
On the way we stopped in the Bedouin town of Lakia where the Desert Embroidery Project of
the Association for Improvement of Women’s Status is located. The organization was founded in
1992 to improve the status and living conditions of Bedouin women living in traditional society
following their transition from nomadic agrarian life to urban living.
The gorgeous brightly colored embroidery the women create lies
upon the deep black background of an underlying dress. I
personally love to dress in black and couldn’t resist buying a
black dress adorned with gold and tan embroidery—just my
colors. This is my souvenir purchase for the trip.
Next on our trip back to Jerusalem, we stopped at the kibbutz
where my guide lives with his family, called Mishmar HaNegev,
which means Guard of the Negev. Together with his wife and
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Desert Embroidery Project

children, we gathered for lunch at my guide’s mother’s house. It was wonderful to savor the
hospitality of a family with home cooking after nine days of traveling.
I would describe this kibbutz and the others I saw briefly as resembling company towns in North
America, towns laid out with common areas that include open space, recreation centers, and
meeting halls. The kibbutz activity is organized around its primary industry, which may be
anything from agriculture to manufacturing. Today however, many people live in a kibbutz even
though they work elsewhere because of the social community that a kibbutz provides.
Once we arrived back in Jerusalem, my guide brought me to the conference’s hotel, the Prima
Royale Hotel, situated in an upscale section of West Jerusalem. My guide and I schlepped the
luggage from the car to my room.
When the elevator stopped, the doors opened into chaos on the seventh floor landing. The hotel
room doors opposite to the elevator doors were wide open revealing piles of junk. Small kids
were running around the hall, throwing food and litter. Their parents and relatives were standing
in the common space shouting at one another. My guide and I looked at each other and knew
there was trouble. So, my guide helped me get the luggage into the room. We said goodbye, he
rolled his eyes toward the ruckus in the hallway, and wished me luck.
We were arriving on a Saturday, the Shabbat, which runs from a few minutes before sunset on
Friday evening to the time on Saturday evening when the first three stars appear in the sky. In
practice, the start and stop times for the Shabbat each week are published in advance in the
newspaper.
Orthodox Jews are prohibited from many activities on the Shabbat. Of relevance here are the
prohibitions against pushing electrical switches and against transporting objects. The former
prohibition implies that Orthodox Jews cannot press the buttons in an elevator. So on
Saturdays, the hotel dedicates one of its elevators to stop automatically at every floor so that
Orthodox Jews can get in and out at the floor of their choice without pressing a button. The later
prohibition implies that Orthodox guests cannot check out of the hotel until the evening, many
hours after the hotel’s official checkout time, because that would involve transporting their
suitcases from their rooms to a vehicle.
It became clear that the hotel guests who were creating a noisy mess were a group, perhaps an
extended family or two, of Orthodox Jews. They were carrying on with disdain and a sense of
entitlement, completely oblivious to the mess they were making and disturbance they were
causing other guests.
When the front desk of the hotel was alerted to this seemingly extraordinary situation, they said
they knew about it, and advised waiting until about 8:30 in the evening when the disruptive
guests would be leaving after the Shabbat ended.
In fact, the unruly guests did not leave promptly and security guards had to evict them at around
10:00 pm. Cleaning personnel then arrived to start cleaning up the hallway. The next morning
the cleaners tackled the rooms that had held the piles of junk. One hesitates to generalize, but it
seems clear that Orthodox Jews can get away acting like spoiled brats when they want to.
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Conference
The next day, the conference began and ran for four days. My lecture was in the early afternoon
of the first day. A video of it is available on YouTube.
There was much discussion of whether biologists must employ what philosophers call
“methodological individualism” in biological explanations.
I was particularly engaged in discussion of how biologists might extend evolutionary theory to
deal with what are presently being called “holobionts”. These are organisms that are composites
of several individuals at the same time, such as corals that consist of the polyps together with
the photosynthetic algae that are living within the tissue of the polyps. Several of us agreed to
collaborate on developing concepts and mathematical models to explain how these interesting
organisms develop and evolve.
On the afternoon of the last day of the conference, the organizers arranged a brief tour of
Jerusalem in two sections. The first two hours were to present a view of Israeli/Palestinian
relations as seen from the political right, and the second two hours from the political left.
During the first two hours the guide
simply took us to several key spots
in the Old City without offering any
political comment. The guide
glossed over possible points of
contention between Israelis and
Palestinians. The Israeli government
is presently led by the Prime
Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu from
the right-of-center Likud party. From
this brief exposure, I don’t have a
sense on how the Israeli center-right
might constructively resolve the
Israeli/Palestine differences.
The next two hours were given over Conference Participants on Tour of Jerusalem
to a guide from an Israeli NGO
called Ir Amin, founded in 2004 with substantial outside funding, who described his organization
as Israeli left-wing activist.
This aspect of the tour was also not satisfactory. The guide sounded whining to me, complaining
at length that the Palestinian towns had roads with lots of pot holes (which they did), poor
garbage collection (true), and so forth.
But is this condition discrimination? It turned out that Palestinians, although not eligible to vote
in national elections, can vote in municipal elections for Jerusalem. However, they apparently
boycott the municipal elections lest they be seen as accepting Israel’s sovereignty. Well, hello. If
you don’t run candidates for the city council or vote in city elections, then you can’t complain
about pot holes and garbage collection.
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The guide recited other grievances, especially pertaining to freedom to travel and ease of
crossing the checkpoints, that in the aggregate are humiliating and disruptive to daily life. But
the devil is in the details. In many if not most cases the Palestinians seem complicit in bringing
the hardships upon themselves.
The biggest problem with Ir Amin, in my view, is that they are not in fact Palestinian. They can
project their own priorities and sense of injustice onto Palestinians, but cannot actually
represent Palestinians.
Final Day
After the conference ended, I had an entire free day until my flight home that departed the Tel
Aviv airport near midnight.
I was fortunate that a former student, Sharoni
Shafir, was in the country at the time and was
free for the afternoon and evening. Sharoni is a
professor in the Department of Entomology at
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem at the
Rehovot campus. He is also Director of the
Benjamin Triwaks Bee Research Center that
conducts research on the biology of honey
bees and on bees as pollinators. He is known
for brilliant and ingenious experimental designs
that have revealed how bees “think” (really).
He’s been able to train bees to do different
tasks and has shown that they can take a task’s
degree of riskiness into account when deciding
their actions.

Sharoni Shafir

Sharoni came to pick me up at the hotel at noon. We took a slow scenic route west to Rehovot
from Jerusalem having lunch along the way. They we went to his house for dinner with his wife
and children. After an enjoyable and yummy family dinner, Sharoni brought me to the Tel Aviv
airport in time for the 36 hour flight back home to Hawaii.
Reflections
After several days at home to recover from the 11-hour time-zone difference, I’ve begun to
reflect on the experience. Two points seem important.
First, regardless of how many Jewish Americans you have known as friends and worked with
over the years, you can’t extrapolate from American Jews to Israeli Jews. My guide, Ariel, lived
with his wife in Oakland, California for four years teaching Hebrew and leading trips to Israel for
American Jewish organizations. He told me on the first day of our tour that I would have to see
Israeli Jews with fresh eyes, distinct from American Jews.
Unlike American Jews, all Israeli Jews, both men and women except for the ultra-Orthodox,
share military service during their formative years, including postings throughout the country.
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Among the major branches of Judaism, the Pew Foundation discovered in a 2013 survey of
American Jews that 35% are from the Reform Branch, 18% from the Conservative Branch, 10%
from the Orthodox Branch, 6% from other smaller branches, and 30% are unaffiliated with any
Jewish denomination. So statistically, your Jewish friends and co-workers are most likely to be
Reform or unaffiliated. Only one in ten will be Orthodox.
In contrast, Israelis tell me the Reform and Conservative branches are almost non-existent in
Israel. As a result, the Jewish voice coming from Israel is more conservative and fundamentalist
than Jewish opinion in the US. The influence of Orthodox religious perspectives on Israeli
government and policy has been attracting opposition from the remainder of the population.
Second, concerning the Israeli/Palestinian conflict, I’m tempted to say, “I got no dog in this fight”,
and move on. Yet I find I am being called upon to take a position.
Colleges and universities as well as Christian religious denominations are increasingly being
pressed to divest from companies doing business in Israel as part of a global Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions Movement (BDS Movement). This summer, resolutions to support
BDS have taken up at the General Convention of the Episcopal Church, the General Synod of
the United Church of Christ (UCC), and the Mennonite Church.
UCC passed the resolution to boycott, joining the Presbyterian church that did so last year. The
Episcopal Church defeated the resolutions to divest and the Mennonite Church postponed the
vote for two years. The Episcopal Church will surely revisit the resolutions at their next meeting.
In the meantime, the Episcopalians posted details of all points of view from the debates during
legislative hearings on the resolutions. At some point, I will be called to signal to the delegates
to the General Convention representing my diocese what my position is on BDS.
Discussion of the Israeli/Palestinian conflict in the US is becoming increasingly difficult because
the present Israeli government has allowed itself to become entwined with the US Republican
Party, co-mingling US domestic politics with US foreign policy.
Since 2013, the ambassador to the US has been Ron Dermer, an Israeli who was born and
raised in Miami Beach and who was educated at the University of Pennsylvania and Oxford
University. Dermer is considered Prime Minister Netanyahu's closest adviser and strategic
consultant. He is reported to write many of the prime minister’s speeches.
In 1994, early in his career, Dermer helped to design the Contract with America project, a
document released by the Republican Party during the 1994 elections and overseen by two
right-wing politicians, Newt Gingrich and Richard Armey. Moreover, Dermer’s personal style is
for many, difficult to take—a fast talker rather than a statesman like Abba Eban.
In January 2015, Dermer colluded with the Republican Speaker of the US House of
Representatives, John Boehner, to arrange for a speech by Netanyahu to a joint congressional
session of the US Congress. The purpose of the speech was to undercut President Obama’s
negotiations with Iran concerning nuclear weapons development. Netanyahu’s speech
politicized the support for Israel in the US Congress, alienating long-term Democratic supporters
of Israel. The list of legislators who boycotted the speech reads like an honor roll of the more
progressive members of Congress. The actual speech that Netanyahu gave to Congress was
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vacuous—I heard it live on television and he said nothing more than that he didn’t like or trust
Iran and that he wanted a better deal.
The Dermer/Netanyahu/Boehner maneuver has hurt Israel, as we are now seeing in the
debates about the BDS movement. Given that most people lack the time or interest to delve into
details of what’s on the ground in Israel, a knee-jerk reaction is to align politically—right wingers
and evangelicals lining up with Israel while lefties and progressives line up with Palestine,
simply because Israel has now become identified with the Republican Party.
After my experiences in Israel and giving the matter some thought, I have come to a conclusion.
I do not support the Boycott/Divest/Sanctions movement against Israel, even though I lean left
politically. My reason is that the BDS has no clear objective other than to hurt Israel in some
general, unspecified way. And hurting Israel will likely have unintended negative consequences
for Arab Israelis and for the Palestinians themselves.
I trust that readers will forgive my errors of perception and interpretation. My analysis is not
deep. That’s the point. What can a sincere effort to understand the backstory to the daily Israeli/
Palestinian news reports reveal when undertaken by someone largely unfamiliar with the
situation? The cacophony of comments by Israeli/Palestinian experts and activists has become
incomprehensible to many. Hopefully, my simple observations will be of help.
Overall, I found Israel to be a thriving innovative Western democracy whose faults are no worse
than those of any other country. Israel is a credit to the world.
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